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We are a private Czech company, free of any foreign capital. Our business activities 
include wholesale of fastening materials and anchoring technology.  

The company uses its wholesale warehouse in Upice and has built its own network of 
regional dealers. We provide services to important business partners in the fields of 
mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, metallurgy and automobile industry.  
We offer 40,000 articles of stock material, manufactured pursuant to the DIN, ISO and 
CSN standards, as well as material that is not subject to any standard. We are also able to 
satisfy orders in accordance with individual customer specifications based on drawing 
documentation submitted by the customers. 

Our good name is based on many years of development, based on our honest and 
respectable customer care - customer satisfaction is always our priority. Our customer 
services are of the highest possible quality and our customers can thus expect all-round 
responsiveness from our employees, high professionalism and expert knowledge and 
reliability. 

We conduct our business with the objective to further strengthen our tradition and 
good name of our company. We strive, as much as possible, to improve the quality and 
increase the quantity of the offered services and thus to secure a long-term prosperity 
of the company and satisfaction of our customers. 

We are a holder of the following certificates: CSN EN ISO 9001:2008 and CSN EN ISO 
1400:2004. We are also a holder of the EKONOM certification on consequent collection 
and use of the packaging material. 

ABOUT MEKR‘S
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TRY OUR NEW APPLICATION 
FOR EVEN EASIER ORDERING OF FASTENERS! 

Available for iOS and Android.

TRY OUR NEW APP.

Goods may be ordered in full 
as well as partial packing – we 

will deliver any amount. For the 
conditions of unpacking fees 

see Trade Terms. Upon request 
we can also supply goods 

packed in full sets.

Goods may be ordered in our 
e-shop or through MEKR‘S

simple ordering system.

Goods ordered until 11 AM has 
the guarantee of shipment on 
the same work day. Ask your 

sales representative about 
delivery terms for your country.

We have prepared an application 
with an extension for loading 

goods via a QR code for devices 
with both the Antroid and iOS 

systems. You can download 
the application for free on the 

App Store or Google Play.

All items undergo a thorough 
check. We hold the ČSN EN 

ISO 9001:2009 and ČSN EN ISO 
14001:2005 certificates.

We have 60,000 items in stock, 
complying with DIN, ISO, and 

ČSN standards, in all dimensions 
and a wide range of materials 

and surface treatments.
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MEKR‘S code - consists of a five-digit article code, two-digit material code, 
two-digit surface treatment code, three-digit diameter code and three-digit 
lenght code

= DIN 931, steel grade 8.8, surface treatment WZ, dimensions 

articlecode length code
material

code
diameter 

code

surface
treatment

code

MEKR‘S CODE

00100.14.01.060.080

05 - steel grade 3.6
07 - steel grade 5.6 ADW7
09 - steel grade 5.6
11 - steel grade 4.8
10 - steel grade 4.6, nuts - steel grade /4/
12 - steel grade 5.8, nuts - steel grade /6/
13 - steel grade 5.8, nuts - steel grade /6/
14 - steel grade 8.8, nuts - steel grade /8/
15 - steel grade 10.9, nuts - steel grade /10/
16 - steel grade 12.9, nuts - steel grade /12/
18 - other steel
19 - stainless steel A1
20 - stainless steel A2

21 - stainless steel A2-80
22 - stainless steel AISI 410
23 - stainless steel A2-70 ADW7
24 - stainless steel A4
25 - stainless steel A4-80
26 - stainless steel A4-50
27 - stainless steel A5-70
28 - stainless steel A4-70
29 - stainless steel A2 bi-metal
30 - brass
32 - copper
34 - aluminium
50 - plastic

12 - tuflok 360° 
15 - geomet
18 - precote 80 
19 - zinc ECO343 with a seal
20 - cadmium plating
21 - nickel plating
27 - eslok 360° 
31 - eslok 180°
32 - copper plating
35 - geomet 500A
43 - dacromet 500A

Surface treatment code - determines surface treatment of material.
Most commonly used surface treatment codes:

Diameter code - determines the diameter of the given article in mm or the 
dimension of the given metric thread

Article code - is an internal, five-digit code, which is the same for certain 
group of articles (or, if applicable, for the same DIN standard)

Material code - determines the steel (or other material) grade.
Most commonly used material codes:

Length code - specifies the lenght of the article in mm

00 - no surface treatment
01 - white zinc
02 - yellow zinc
03 - delta seal black
04 - HDG 
05 - blackening
06 - photosphate plating
08 - dacromet 
09 - zinc ECO342 without a seal 
10 - tuflok 180°
11 - delta protekt 
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Standard
This part includes references to the technical standards, which apply to the given 
article. The standard in bold marks the standard, based on which the article is 
arranged in ascending order. The other stated standards are related standards.
The primary sorting symbol is the DIN standard. If the article does not have a DIN 
standard, the applicable sorting symbol is the ISO standard. If the ISO standard differs 
from the DIN standard, the article is stated in the list one more time under the given 
ISO standard number. The list also includes articles that are not standardized. In this 
case, the articles are assigned to such an article, which is of the closest type. These 
non-standartized articles are stated one more time at the end of the list, arranged 
based on the MEKR‘S code.

MEKR´S code 
Each group of articles (or, if applicable, articles with the same standard) has its own 
unique code, based on which you can locate them in the pricelist.

Drawing 
Includes an overall drawing of the article with, if applicable, a detail 
(or type of the groove).

Description
Includes a detailed description of the article with all important information 
(for example thread type, head type, groove type, form).

QR code
We have prepared an application with an extension for loading goods via a QR code 
for devices with both the Android and iOS systems. 

INFORMATION ABOUT THE INDIVIDUAL DATA 
IN THE ASSORTMENT OF FASTENING MATERIAL
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CONTENT ACCORDING TO DIN
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CONTENT ACCORDING TO ISO CONTENT ACCORDING TO ČSN STANDARD
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CONTENT - NON STANDARDISED PRODUCT
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STANDARDISED PRODUCT
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NON STANDARDISED PRODUCTS
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CONVERTER OF STANDARDS DIN-ISO-EN
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CONVERTER OF STANDARDS ČSN-DIN DIN-ČSN
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KANBAN SYSTEM

For customers who require a continuous supply of fastening material while reducing 
inventory, we offer the KANBAN system. Each system is tailor-made to the customer’s 

specific requirements.

The system works on the basis of operational and safety stocks – the operational 
supplies are stored in containers (marked by a label, card, bar code) from which the 
fastening material is taken directly to the production process; safety stocks are held 

at the supplier. Continuous refilling of the containers is ensured at regular intervals 
by the customer’s employees or directly by the supplier.



Anny Letenské, 34/7 120 00 Praha 2

Regnerova 1101, Úpice, 542 32

Opening hours: 
MON-FRI 7:00 - 16:00 

Tel.:  + 420 499 884 824
GSM:  + 420 739 618 994
Fax:  + 420 499 881 846
E-mail:  obchod@mekrs.cz

HEADQUARTERS - PRAHA

EXPEDITION STOCK - ÚPICE

www.mekrs.cz




